
Mem�'� M�ica� Foo� Men�
1202 Way N, Auburn, United States

(+1)2532497364 - https://www.memosmexicanfood.com

A complete menu of Memo's Mexican Food from Auburn covering all 17 meals and drinks can be found here on
the card. For changing offers, please get in touch via phone or use the contact details provided on the website.

What User likes about Memo's Mexican Food:
Memo’s has a vegan burrito and a vegan taco, and they are always happy to supplement/subtract ingredients on
request. I love every place where you can get a burrito and pommes, but the burritos are so huge, I usually eat
only half and hardly touch my pommes. portions are very large. they also have a serv-yourself bar with lots of

spicy, such as hot sauces, radishes, carrots and jalapeños. the workers seem to be very... read more. What User
doesn't like about Memo's Mexican Food:

this place used to be our way to every Friday evening with amazing eating. but in recent times the quality has
drastically declined. I get the vegan burrito and some paints they have accidentally bee in it or some pieces of
meat have actually in it. due to online ordering, they will now wait in the thru running gear forever. updated by

previous review on 2021-10-28 read more. If eating and drinking is too unexciting for you, go to this sports bar for
a variety of large and small snacks and dishes and catch live football, tennis or Formula 1 games, Many visitors
are particularly looking forward to the diverse, fine Mexican cuisine. Also, they offer you fine seafood dishes,

The dishes are usually prepared for you fast and fresh.
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Mai� course�
NACHOS

Erfrischungsgetränk�
HORCHATA

M�ica�
TACOS

Chef specialtie�
CHIMICHANGA

Ad� - On�
SOUR CREAM

Restauran� Categor�
MEXICAN

VEGAN

M�ica� dishe�
BURRITO

BURRITOS

TACO

Ingredient� Use�
HAM

CARROTS

CHEESE

BEANS

MEAT

CHICKEN

REFRIED BEANS
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Monday 00:00-00:00
Tuesday 00:00-00:00
Wednesday 00:00-00:00
Thursday 00:00-00:00
Friday 00:00-00:00
Saturday 00:00-00:00
Sunday 00:00-00:00
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